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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Respondents-Respondents James J. Breheny and Wildlife Conservation

Society ("Respondents") respectfully submit this memorandum in opposition to the motion

of Law Professors ("Amici") to appear as Amici Curiae on Petitioner-Appellant the

Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc.'s ("NRP") motion for leave to appeal.

ARGUMENT

Amici arc a groltp of animal law professors interested in "guiding the

evolution" of animallaw.l Based on this interest-and presumably in the expansion of the

conrses they teach-Amici ask the Court to hear NRP's appeal. Amici Br., p. 1. As their

own pubiications reveal, however, even this nalrow group of authors do not agree with

NRP's position (nor each other), let alone reflect consensus towards a new regime of animal

rights. Neither Amici nor NRP represent the numerous industries, professionals, and New

York State constituents who have an interest in whether 0r how New York might redefine

the legal distinction between humans and animals. These interests are not represented on

the narrow record before this Court, and Respondents respectfully contend that the

Legislature provides the appropriate process to duly consider these varied viewpoints.

Amici's splintered views on the questions NRP presents only highlight the diversity and lack

of consensus among the multitude of stakeholders on this issue, the vast majority of whom

have no voice here. The Court should reject Amici's brief atd deny leave to appeal.

NRP claims elephants are autonomous and therefore "legal persons" with the

right to "bodily l7berty," (A. 48-49) yet Amici purporting to support NRP diverge from this

1 Proposed Brief of Amici Curiae Law Professors in Support of Plaintiff-Appellants, Mar. 8, 202L ("Amicl
Br."), p. 1.



fundamental premise. As one amicus professor explained, "abolitionists" who "oppose

animal ownership, even if the animal is treated humanely"-45 NRP does-instead "should

embrace animalwelfare statutes that meaningfully reduce suffering, even if doing so means

that the abolitionist program as we know it ceases to exist." Luis E. Chiesa, Animal Rights

(Jnraveled: Why Abolitionism Collapses into Welfarism and Wat it Meansfor Animal Ethics,28

GBo. ENVr'r L. RBv. 557,561,576-77 (2016) (fuither noting "the claim that owning

animals is morally wrong simply fails to resonate with most people.") Another amicus

rejects "autonomy" aS abasis for animal ights-i.e., the cornerstone for anrmal

"personhood" presented by NRP-because autonomy under the law is a "liberallegalist

norm[]" that "establishes a reductive standard by which to measure the value of animal

life." Maneesha Deckha, Critical Animal Studies and Animal Law,18 ANrveLL.207,229,

234 (2012).

The same is true for the other tenet underpi4ning NRP's argument: that rights

extend to animals because their cognitive capacify is similar to that of humans. A. 10, 11,

12,37-39,57. As one amicus wrote, this approach "is not respectful to animals because it

implies that their worth is measured by reference to how they compare to humans." Taimie

L. Bryant, Similarity or Dffirence as a Basisfor Justice: Must Animals be Like Humans to be

Legally Protected From Humans,70L. & CoNTBttPoRARY PRosrB\4s 207 ,224 (2007). Yet

another amicus similarly pointed out that "a significant limitation on this approach is that

human characteristics become the measuring stick by which to judge the legal 'oughts' for

animals." David S. Favre, tudicial Recognition of the Interests of Animals-A Nevv Tort,2005

Mrcs. Sr. L. Rsv. 333, 336 (2005).
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These fuult lines pervade a relatively small group of professors who support

NRP's request to appeal. Of course, many scholars and professors who are not among

Amici support advancing animal welfare withoutre-drawing fundamentallegalprinciples as

NRP proposes. E.g.,Martha C. Nussbaum, WorktngwithandforAnimals: Gettingthe

Theoretical Framework Rrght,94 DruvBnL. RBv. 609,6t5 (2017); Jerrold Tannenbaum,

What is Animal Law, 6l Crnv. Sr. L. Rnv. 891, 934 (20L3); Hon. Richard A. Posner, Animal

Rtghts,llg Yem L]. 527,533 (2000); Richard A. Epstein, Animals as Obiects, or Subjeas, of

Rights,xn ANTMAL Rrcnrs: CunnrNr Deranrs AND NEw DrnrcloNs 143 (Cass R.

Sunstein & Martha C. Nussbaum, eds. 2004). The narrow view presented by Amici thus

illustrates-as the Appellate Division has advised NRP three times now-that arimal rights

"is an issue better suited to the legislative process." Nonhuman Righx Project, Inc. tt. Breheny,

189 A.D.3d 583, 583 (1st Dep't 2020); accord Nonhuman Rights Proiea, Inc. v. Lavery, 752

A.D.3d 73,80(1st Dep't 2017); Nonhuman Rrghts Project, Iac. v. Lauery,124 A.D.3d 148, 153

(3d Dep't 2Ol4). Unified onlyby a shared interest in the field of animal law, Amici present

no compelling reason for this Court to address and resolve an inherently legislative

question, especially when Amici themselves cannot agtee on the proper result.

In fact, several Amici appeat to agree that the legislature zs the proper forum

to address this issue. David N. Cassuto, Don't be Cruel (Anymore): A Look at the Anirnal

Cruelty Regimes of the United States and Brazil with a Callfor a New Animal Welfare Agenqt,43

B.C. Eyvr'r. AFr. L. RBv. l, 4 (2016) ("There must be a new regulatory body devoted to

the conditions of animals."); Jessica Rubin, Desmond's Law: A Novel Approach to Animal

Advocaqt,24 ANnuaLL.243,26l (2018) (arguing a Connecticut animal rights statute

"should serve as a model for other states to develop similar legislation and advocacy
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programs," as the law "provides a novel, cost-free and beneficial solution to the problem of

under-enforcement of anti-cruehy laws.");Darren Calley, The Aggregation of Sffiring in the

Regulatory Context, T J. ANniaeL ETHICS 7,7 (2017) (praising European regulatory reforms

as "an opportunity to rccahbrate the scales to properly rccognize the value of animals . . . .")

Luis E. Chiesa, Animat Rights (Jnrayeled: Why Abolitionism Collapxs into Welfarism and Wat it

MeansforAnimal Ethics, 28 GBo. Etwt'tL. Rsv. 557,561(2016) ("[O]nce abolitionism is

collapsed into a form of welfarism, there is little reason for abolitionists to refuse to

cooperate with welfarist reforms that meaningfully reduce animal suffering.") Amici's

generalized interest in this appeal as a point of discussion provides little cause to deviate

from settled precedent directing NRP to the Legislature.

CONCLUSION

Respectfully, Amici's submission underscores that this proceeding does not

present a justiciable question. The Court should rejectthis submission and deny NRP's

motion for leave to appeal.
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